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"The Eighteenth-Century Revolution in Science"

War or Peace

SLA

Bicentennial: City-wide

Bicentennial: National

Bryn Mawr: 20 Contributors

Drexel: 20 Contributors

Haverford: 20 Contributors

Thomas Jefferson: 20 Contributors

La Salle: 20 Contributors

Lincoln: 20 Contributors

Medical College of Pennsylvania: 20 Contributors

Pennsylvania: 20 Contributors

St. Joseph's: 20 Contributors

Swarthmore: 20 Contributors

Temple: 20 Contributors

Villanova: 20 Contributors

Bryn Mawr: Correspondence

Drexel: Correspondence
Box 1

Haverford: Correspondence

Thomas Jefferson: Correspondence

La Salle: Correspondence

Lincoln: Correspondence

Medical College of Pa.: Correspondence

St. Joseph's: Correspondence

Swarthmore: Correspondence

Temple: Correspondence

Villanova: Correspondence

Display Consultants

Display Facilities

Taylor, John D.

Newspaper Publicity

University of Pennsylvania Rare Books

University of Pennsylvania Medical School

Funding from outside (see Budget)

University of Pennsylvania Expertise (others)

Area Universities Bicentennial Exhibition

Box 2

Final Financial Settlement
Area Universities’ Bicentennial Exhibition
UPG 300
Inventory

Box 2

Area Universities Bicentennial Exhibition (cont.)

General

Joint Ticket Stubs

University of Pennsylvania Bicentennial Coordinating Committee

Joint Ticket Sales

Area Universities Bicentennial Exhibition

Info on returns, January 1977

Insurance

Employees

Conventions

Flyers & Releases

Overall Exhibition

Posters

Press Releases

Visitors register

Text blocks being written

Guiding

Penn Mutual Building Problems

SYMA Structures
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Democracy

Ceremony

Contributions to Mankind

Haverford: Exhibition, general

Student Life

Lincoln: Exhibition, general

Bryn Mawr: Exhibition, general

University of Pennsylvania: Exhibition, general

Thomas Jefferson: Exhibition, general

Medical College of Pa.: Exhibition, general

Learning in Colonial Philadelphia

Revolution

Miscellaneous

Items to be returned: St. Joseph's

Villanova: Exhibition, general

St. Joseph's: Exhibition, general

Swarthmore: Exhibition, general

La Salle: Exhibition, general

Temple: Exhibition, general
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Drexel: Exhibition, general

Publicity

Press Conferences

Financial Summary

Box 3

Budget
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